Antilles and South Caribbean
EXP

CAT

PORT

CODE

TOUR

DESCRIPTIVE

Duration

Participate in a unique holiday experience with our tour of Cartagena de Indias aboard a rumba
coach! This splendid vehicle allows you to discover the charms of this eclectic city as you sway to
the sounds of local music and soak up the local colours, dropping in on the area's most iconic
locales. Enjoy Colombia's best liquors and regional drinks while you contemplate this city full of
life. Rum, beer and soft drinks are included.
Learn

Fun &
Adventure

CARTAGENA,
COLOMBIA

CARTAGENA01

PARTY IN CHIVA BUS

3h

Discover Cartagena de Indias on this fascinating tour of its most iconic buildings, a legacy of its
colonial past. Learn all about the area's historic, military strategies of the grand Santiago
fortifications and check out iconic locations like San Pedro's Square, with its beautiful monastery
and church, Plaza de la Aduana, the Palace of Government, Plaza Bolivar and its impressive statue
of the Liberator, and the dreaded Palace of the Inquisition. Our final stop is at Las Bóvedas, a
splendid shopping centre where you can pick up some local handicrafts.
Learn

Culture

CARTAGENA,
COLOMBIA

CARTAGENA03

WALKING IN CARTAGENA

3h

EXP

CAT

PORT

CODE

TOUR

DESCRIPTIVE

Duration

Travel to epic and glorious Cartagena aboard a comfortable coach that allows you to admire this
colonial city's spectacular architecture. Check out the Manga neighbourhood and the imposing Fort
of San Felipe de Barajas, as well as the stunning Old Quarter, which is home to wonders including
Las Bóvedas, Bolivar Square, the Palace of the Inquisition, the Monastery of San Pedro Claver and
the Caribbean Naval Museum. Take in a delightful display of Colombia’s culture during a folklore
show with traditional songs and dances, soft drinks are included.
Discover

Culture

CARTAGENA,
COLOMBIA

CARTAGENA04

CARTAGENA COLONIAL AND
FOLKLORE

4h

Experience the magic of historic Cartagena by moonlight. Join us in the La Manga district and come
along on this unforgettable journey through the historical part of the city aboard a horse-drawn
carriage. We'll head off from the Plaza de Santa Teresa and wander through the cobblestone
streets, soaking up the rich and vibrant culture of this colonial city. Discover why this is one of the
America's most beloved destinations!

Discover

Culture

CARTAGENA,
COLOMBIA

CARTAGENA05

TOUR OF CARTAGENA IN A
HORSE-DRAWN CARIAGE

2h30

EXP

CAT

PORT

CODE

TOUR

DESCRIPTIVE

Duration

Cartagena de India’s is one of the most beautiful cities in the world. It’s colonial architecture and
its colorful have made it a World Heritage Site by UNESCO. With this transfer you can enjoy by
your leisure all the colonial architecture buildings to and also you can enjoy the Fort San Felipe de
Barajas, the largest fortress of the New World, built in the seventeenth century. In the historic
center you can walk through the Clock Tower, symbol of the city.

Learn

Discover

Learn

Culture

Nature

Culture

CARTAGENA,
COLOMBIA

CARTAGENA,
COLOMBIA

CARTAGENA,
COLOMBIA

CARTAGENA08

CARTAGENA13

CARTAGENA14

CARTAGENA ON YOUR OWN

ISLETA RESORT DAY PASS

THE BEST OF CARTAGENA

3h

Colombia contains a number of small natural paradises in the form of idyllic islands. The most
delightful to be found are located amongst the Rosario Islands, a place full of beautiful, pristine,
white sand beaches that are just full of palm trees. The entire area has been designated as a
national park and is ideal for discovering some of the most dazzling coral reefs in the world. Upon
reaching the island, we'll head over to the Isleta Resort to enjoy a refreshing tropical drink, after
which we'll have free time to explore the island, do some sunbathing, go for a lovely dip in the sea
or have lunch at the resort's buffet. You'll never be closer to paradise than in the Rosario Islands.
(lunch included)

Discover the past and present of Cartagena on a marine tour that takes us through the crystal clear
waters of its bay. Enjoy spectacular views of the Old City and be amazed by the new buildings that
make up its waterfront. Later, we'll take a tour of the city itself and retrace its 450 years of history,
checking out the mix of old and new throughout. Our tour bus will let you come aboard and hop
off whenever you wish, letting you experience the multifaceted delights of this wonderland at your
own pace.

6h30

6h

EXP

CAT

PORT

CODE

TOUR

DESCRIPTIVE

Duration

Did you know that Panama is considered to be a veritable shopping paradise? Find out why with a
visit to the Alta Plaza Mall, where you can take advantage of the unbelievably low prices and pick
up some spectacular items at brand-name stores. While here, sample some of the country's most
delectable dishes at the food court.

Learn

Discover

Discover

Relax

Culture

Culture

COLON, PANAMA

COLON, PANAMA

COLON, PANAMA

COLON01

COLON02

COLON04

SHOPPING PARADISE

COMPLETE PANAMA

5h

Discover the best of both historic and modern Panama on this tour through the country's coastal
belt, taking in beautiful panoramic views of the growing capital area between the two main
sections of the city. An expert guide will tell you all about the country's rich historical and cultural
heritage, made evident as we visit the Church of Our Lady of the Assumption as well as the various
convents and monasteries located in the Old Quarter of the ancient city. Afterwards we'll drop in
on a mall, one of the most extravagant shopping centres in Latin America.

You will enjoy a day of shopping in Panama City, considered by many persons as the shopping
paradise. You will go to Altaplaza Mall, where you can find more than 100 stores (locals and
internationals) in just one place. Then you will visit and get to know Panama City - You’ll
PANAMA CITY AND SHOPPING participate in a panoramic tour of Modern Panama City (Cinta Costera, Amador and others), which
his will teach you the highlights of Panama City and your guide wil provide the most important
details about it...Finally, after this amazing day, you will head back to your Ship.

6h30

6h30

EXP

CAT

PORT

CODE

TOUR

DESCRIPTIVE

Duration

Head out to the Miraflores Locks Observation Centre, from where you can watch great ships make
their way through this wonder of man-made engineering, from the Atlantic to the Pacific! These
gates are the highest of the three locks (Gatun and Pedro Miguel being the other two), and they
are truly a sight to see! While here you can watch a documentary on the construction process, but
the truly great film will no doubt be shot by you, as this location is great for taking spectacular
pictures and video.

Discover

Discover

Culture

Culture

COLON, PANAMA

COLON, PANAMA

COLON09

COLON13

MIRAFLORES LOCKS

PANAMA CANAL FROM THE
AGUA CLARA LOCKS

4h

On this excursion we will visit the Panama Canal Locks (Agua Clara – Expansion Centre), the most
impressive and newest of all and well worth a visit. Located in Colon (Panama), they represent a
completely new concept, based on open platforms and roofed terraces, built upon a 400-hectare
site. Up to 400 visitors at a time can enjoy this new centre, which brings alive the new Panama
Canal Locks on the Atlantic side. At the same time, from its prime location, visitors can
contemplate the majestic Gatún Lake, where ships continue their passage through the Canal.
Finally, continuing our tour, we will be taken to the Altaplaza Mall, in Panama City, to enjoy some
shopping time.

6h30

EXP

Discover

Learn

Discover

CAT

Culture

Relax

Culture

PORT

COLON, PANAMA

COLON, PANAMA

KRALENDIJK, BONAIRE

CODE

COLON14

COLON15

BONAIRE01

TOUR

PANAMA CANAL EXPANSION
AND SHOPPING

MIRAFLORES LOCKS AND
TRANSFER TO THE AIRPORT

THE BEST OF BONAIRE

DESCRIPTIVE

Duration

On this excursion we will travel to the Observation Platform of the Panama Canal Expansion. Here,
we will see and learn more about the advances represented by this spectacular construction,
currently in operation for the transit of larger ships. This project created a new line of traffic in the
Canal, as a result above all of the construction of a completely new set of locks.Details of the
project include: • Construction of two lock complexes, one in the Atlantic and one in the Pacific.
Each one has three chambers, including three basins for water saving.• Excavation of the
Expansion’s new access channel.• Deepening of the navigation channel and the elevation of Gatun
Lake’s maximum operating level.
5h

Start this tour by boarding your transportation for a 90-minute journey to the Miraflores Visitor
Center! Upon arrival at the Observation Center, you will be able to watch a documentary about the
history of the locks and at the same time , have the opportunity to see ships passing through these
locks and its entire operation from the top floor of the center. The Miraflores locks are part of the
engineering marvel that makes up the Panama Canal. The gates of the Miraflores locks are the
highest ones of the three locks, due to the extreme variation of the tides that takes place in the
Pacific Ocean. After this amazing experience and visit, you will re-board the bus, which takes you
to Tocumen International Airport to catch your flight back home!

Bonaire has a split personality: on the one hand, the northern part of the island is mountainous
with low vegetation and cactus, while on the other, in the south you can find several tropical
mangroves and a large salt lagoon.On board a comfortable air-conditioned bus we'll start off with a
tour through the northern part of the island and then continue to the south. After a walk in
Kralendijk we'll travel along the coast, where you will enjoy amazing views of the sea. This route
passes through Lake Go to, a salt water surface where you can see the pink flamingos that inhabit
the island. Later, we continue to the picturesque Rincon Valley, which was home to the Arawak
Indians after the explorer Américo Vespucci arrived in this area in 1499.Here you will have the
opportunity to learn more about the island's history, and later we'll stop at the Cadushy Cactus
distillery to taste the traditional lime and cactus liqueur. Our next stop is at King's Warehouse,
followed by a stop at the Mangazina di Rei Cultural Park, where the second tallest building on the

4h

3h30

EXP

Discover

Discover

Discover

CAT

Fun &
Adventure

Nature

Relax

PORT

KRALENDIJK, BONAIRE

KRALENDIJK, BONAIRE

KRALENDIJK, BONAIRE

CODE

BONAIRE02

BONAIRE05

BONAIRE06

TOUR

TRANSPARENT KAYAK AND
SNORKEL

ECOTOUR AND MANGROVE
SAFARI

CATAMARAN MUSHI MUSHI
AND SNORKEL

DESCRIPTIVE

We'll start off with our guide's brief description of the activity we're about to undertake. For those
who have never kayaked before, there will also be a brief, practical explanation of how to use the
equipment. Then it's time to observe Bonaire's beautiful coral reef and its colourful marine
life.Two guides will accompany the group throughout the trip. Once you're paddling through the
water make sure to stay attentive, as you may see pelicans and turtles. Our boats will take us to a
beach located to the south. Upon arrival, we will leave the kayak in the sand and we will submerge
ourselves in the water to do some snorkelling. We will be able to see numerous species of fish, like
the fish surgeon and if we are lucky, even tortoises or green turtles.Snorkelling equipment is
included in this activity. If you have a water-proof camera make sure to bring it along as well!
Our adventure begins with a trip by van to the Lac Bay National Park, where we can get to know
one of the best preserved forests in the Caribbean, spanning an area of about 700 hectares. The
mangroves of Bonaire are home to a wide variety of animals that live among the roots of large
trees.Our driver will narrate the sites we see as we drive through the island and enjoy a privileged
view of the most picturesque neighbourhoods in Bonaire.Later, on board an inflatable eco-boat
and accompanied by an expert guide, we will cross through a protected area full of ??forests and
mangroves. Afterwards, we will have free time in the National Park to enjoy the warm waters of
the Lac Bay National Park. Finally, the return to the pier will be made crossing through the city.The
minimum age to take part in this activity is 6 years and it is not recommended for people in
wheelchairs or with back and neck problems.

Bonaire is an ideal place for people who practice scuba diving and snorkelling. This excursion starts
with a boat transfer to the pier, where we will find Mushi Mushi, a sailing catamaran that is
equipped with a platform and stairs that facilitate access to water. The tour will take
approximately 45 minutes and will run along the coast of Bonaire that surrounds its Maritime Park.
Passengers who wish to do so can learn how to handle the sails in the company of the crew.Later,
the catamaran will make a stop so that you can swim and snorkel in a coral reef area with a great
variety of tropical fish. Those who do not want to get into the water can stay on board enjoying the
Caribbean sun. Finally, you will head back to the port.Make sure to bring a towel, swimsuit and
comfortable shoes. The snorkel gear is included. Not recommended for people in wheelchairs.

Duration

2h30

2h30

3h

EXP

Discover

Feel

Discover

CAT

Relax

Fun &
Adventure

Fun &
Adventure

PORT

KRALENDIJK, BONAIRE

KRALENDIJK, BONAIRE

KRALENDIJK, BONAIRE

CODE

BONAIRE07

BONAIRE08

BONAIRE09

TOUR

BEACH, SNORKEL AND
SCHOONER SAMUR

DESCRIPTIVE

The Samur is a craft of Thai origin, carved by hand and featured in numerous legends. Our tour
begins with a transfer from the cruise ship's dock to this majestic boat. Once on board, we sail to
the uninhabited island of Klein Bonaire.During the tour, the captain will tell you more about the
history of this means of transport and will provide more information about the marine species that
can be found on the reef. After a journey of 45 minutes, we will arrive at the destination, where
we can snorkel at our leisure. You can stay in the shallow water or, if you wish, you can approach
the edge of the reef and then rest on a beautiful white sand beach.It is advisable to bring a towel,
bathing suit and comfortable shoes. The snorkelling gear is included.

After leaving the port, we will head towards the south of the island in minivans or small vans. This
is a fantastic tour for those who do not want to get too tired, as the Segway is a very stable and
easy to drive two-wheeled electric vehicle.Once each person finds his or her corresponding twowheeled vehicle, the guide will take us to the spectacular pink salt mountains, where, if we are
lucky, we can admire the flamingos that inhabit this area. The tour continues at Pink Beach, where
you can take lots of pictures, and we'll eventually reach the south of the island, where the
SEGWAY AND ADVENTURE IN platforms and salt mountains are found. Once here, we will stop off for a bit while our expert
THE BONAIRE SALT-FLATS guides explain how salt is produced.Without a doubt, this excursion an ideal opportunity to enjoy a
personalized experience in the midst of nature.

The excursion begins on board a Land Rover equipped with a great sunroof, perfect for this
panoramic trip that takes us on paved roads to dirt roads, crossing Kralendijk, the capital of
Bonaire, in an easterly direction. The adventure continues along rustic roads to the wildest east
coast, aiming to explore the Washikemba area with its colossal cacti, wild donkeys, iguanas and
birds.Throughout the tour, we can stop to take pictures as our guides share fascinating details
about our surroundings. Later we'll arrive at Lac Bay and rest a little while watching the
windsurfers defying the currents of the wind, and if you wish, you can refresh yourself by
DISCOVER BONAIRE IN LAND
swimming or sipping a refreshment.Our tour continues along paved streets, past the Willemstoren
ROVER
lighthouse, which is the oldest in Bonaire, and the small white slave barracks where slaves once
rested after hard days of work. We'll also check out the salt flats that are located in this area,
where we can see flamingos nearby and hear all about the production of salt. After crossing the
residential area of ??Belnen and we will reach the port once again. This activity is not
recommended for pregnant women as it involves many bumps as we go over unpaved, rocky roads.

Duration

3h

2h30

2h30

EXP

Learn

Learn

Feel

CAT

Relax

Relax

Fun &
Adventure

PORT

KRALENDIJK, BONAIRE

KRALENDIJK, BONAIRE

KRALENDIJK, BONAIRE

CODE

BONAIRE10

BONAIRE11

BONAIRE12

TOUR

SPICE BEACH CLUB

CHILLOUT AT COCOBEACH

DISCOVER THE COAST IN
QUAD

DESCRIPTIVE

If you’re looking for relaxation under the Caribbean sun while still enjoying everything Bonaire has
to offer then look no further than the Spice Beach Club. This contemporary piece of paradise is
located on Bonaire’s western shoreline and offers spectacular views over the Caribbean Sea, a
private large man-made sandy beach area, built for lounge chairs and plenty of fun things to do.
Don’t forget to bring along a beach towel, water shoes, sunscreen, a swimsuit and a camera to
capture the spectacular ocean views. At the pier you’ll climb aboard an open-air bus or van for the
short but scenic drive north to Spice Club Facility, an unspoiled natural coral beach landscape.
After a brief tour of the resort you’re free to discover Spice Beach Club on your own for 2.5 hours.
After looking at your idyllic surroundings you might prefer to wiggle your toes in the soft, powdery
sand or sit at the bar and watch the palm trees sway in the breeze. A dip in the pool or a nice long
swim in the crystal clear Caribbean Sea may be your ideal way to wile-away the time. But if you
live for an adventure check out all the activities that the Club has to offer. For an extra fee you can
enjoy Bonaire’s unbelievable shore diving and rent snorkel equipment. If you’d like to see the
glorious blue Caribbean Sea from the surface of a gentle wave, you can rent a kayak and paddle to
your heart’s content. Other services are available for a nominal fee like a drink and lounge in a
private cabana. After you’ve enjoyed all your laid-back relaxation or energetic endeavours you may
wish end your visit with a delicious lunch and a cocktail at the restaurant before climbing back
aboard
your
transportation
for the
return
*beach
chairs
included.
This is the
perfect
beach escape
to bask
intrip
the to
sunKralendijk.
or lie in the
shade.
Takenot
a dip
in the ocean,
swim or snorkel on Bonaire’s world famous reefs. There are plenty of fun things to do on this
beach! Coco Beach is located just a short ride from the ship. Enjoy a relaxed time in your beach
lounge. If you get thirsty or hungry, there is a nice selection of drinks, snacks and sandwiches that
are sure to please. Don’t forget to bring along a beach towel, water shoes, sunscreen, a swimsuit
and a camera to capture the spectacular ocean views. We recommend to bring water shoes and a
towel, wear a swimsuit and adequate sun protection. There is no life guard. Bring small bills to
purchase beverages and snacks. Beach lounge included.

Prepare to discover the ‘wild-side’ of Bonaire on this exciting off-road adventure by All-Terrain
Vehicle. Transfer by bus/van outside town to the starting location where you will take over the
Quad vehicles. After a short instruction and safety briefing head off to the east coast of Bonaire. Enroute, you’ll experience the rugged terrain of Washikemba Reservoir, so keep an eye out for wild
donkeys, goats and iguanas. The return journey will take you through the area of Bolivia, taking in
views of the ocean, before heading back to the starting point and transfer back by bus/van to the
cruise ship pier.Vehicles can carry two persons, driver and back-seat rider. Driver must have
minimum age of 18 years and must present valid driver’s licence. Waiver from needs to be
completed and signed.Not recommended for passengers suffering from back or respiratory
ailments and pregnant women.

Duration

3h

3h

2h30

EXP

CAT

PORT

CODE

TOUR

Learn

Culture

KRALENDIJK, BONAIRE

BONAIRE13

DISCOVER BONAIRE IN TUK
TUK

Feel

Relax

KRALENDIJK, BONAIRE

BONAIRE14

CHILL OUT,FUN, BEACH AND
LUNCH

Discover

Family

KRALENDIJK, BONAIRE

BONAIRE15

BONAIRE´S FLAMINGOS,
BEACH AND SALTWORKS

DESCRIPTIVE

After meeting your guide tour the island in an open, totally ecological and electric vehicle, enabling
you to discover the country's most fascinating sights. Tuk tuks are originally from Thailand and
your Bonaire models are custom-made, equipped with electric motors, ensuring emission-free,
nature-friendly travel.Our tour begins with a brief introduction to the historic Kralendijk (coral
reef) and the colourful capital of Bonaire, which has a population of 18,500 inhabitants. Our guide
will tell you all about the island's original native inhabitants, the Arawak Indians, and the later
periods of Spanish, English and Dutch colonization.Another point of interest is Fort Orange, a
defence fortification built to keep the island safe from attacks from the sea; it dates back to 1639
and boasts four impressive English guns. Afterwards, we will drive along the picturesque coast to
the Hotel Divi Bonaire, originally an internment camp back in World War II. While here our guide
will explain various highlights recalling the island's history and share some stories about Captain
Don, one of the local legends, who was the founder of the native diving industry.In addition, we'll
Join us on this tour and discover the waters surrounding the island of Bonaire, which are
recognized as an official marine park. Indeed, Bonaire's National Marine Park, which dates back to
1979, aims to protect and manage the island's natural resources. Check out the numerous,
stunning coral reef scattered around the area, unique throughout the Caribbean and absolutely full
of amazing marine life.Without a doubt, an authentic beach experience, where you can enjoy a
relaxing swim in the Caribbean waters or shelter from the sun under the shade of palm trees and
various umbrellas (not one per person). In addition, it also includes the possibility of having beach
furniture, as a small lounge or beach lounge.To carry out this activity it is recommended to go with
beach shoes, bathing suit, towel and adequate sun protection. There is no rescue or rescue service
on the beach.

Your tour begins in the capital, from where we'll travel to a picturesque village which dates back to
the 19th century. Later, you'll arrive at one of the best preserved mangrove areas in the Caribbean,
where you will be able to feel the presence of the shy Bonaire flamingos, striking animals with
elegant, coral-pink feathers. Enjoy stunning views of the Caribbean sea while soaking up this
luxurious setting. Later we head to Sorobon Beach, where you can enjoy the wonderful views of
the turquoise bay while strolling along the seashore or while enjoying a drink in a bar. This place is
ideal to capture diverse images of the fishermen in the boats and of the windsurfers' pirouettes
through the air. Afterwards we'll continue along the south coast to Bonaire's salt flats, where this
component has been produced for centuries. While here. Finally, we visit the Slave Huts, where
you will learn about Bonaire's history, seeing the original cabins that served as shelter for the
slaves who worked in the salt beds in the past.

Duration

1h

3h30

4h

EXP

CAT

PORT

CODE

Feel

Fun &
Adventure

KRALENDIJK, BONAIRE

BONAIRE16

Discover

Nature

KRALENDIJK, BONAIRE

BONAIRE17

Learn

Culture

KRALENDIJK, BONAIRE

BONAIRE19

TOUR

DESCRIPTIVE

Bonaire was one of the first islands in the world to protect its coral reefs with the creation of its
National Marine Park. This is one of the reasons why this area presents itself as the ideal
environment for diving.Join us on this half-day excursion, which starts off with a brief, informative
meeting at the pier, after which we'll be transferred to the PADI diving school, where an
experienced instructor will present you a detailed outline of the course which we'll take, along
with an informative video and a practical demonstration. Geared out in of all the necessary
DIVING BAPTISM
equipment, including a neoprene suit, you'll learn how to use these materials in shallow water and
later you'll plunge into Bonaire's wonderful coral reef. An enclave where Mother Nature worked
conscientiously, with clear, warm waters and full of life. Discover a vibrant underwater world
inhabited by thousands of brightly coloured fish. As you descend to 40-feet level the diversity of
this underwater garden will come into full view. Bonaire has a long tradition of conservation and
protection of nature, always keeping an eye out for certain species, such as sea turtles, trumpet
fish or angel fish. At the end of this diving experience we will return to school to fill out a short
Take advantage of guided snorkelling in the world-famous Bonaire National Marine Park, with time
left over to relax on the beach. Take to the crystal-clear water and soak up the beauty of Bonaire's
protected reefs, home to the world's largest variety of fish. We will provide you with complete
snorkel equipment, including the vest, as well as a lesson on how to properly dive and how to use
SNORKEL AND BEACH TIME IN the materials. Accompanied by your guide, you will immerse yourself in these waters and you will
THE NATIONAL MARINE PARK be able to dive among fish of all imaginable colours. Make sure to be careful when going out and
out of the water near the coral reef: we recommend that you use the comfort of the pier and
access stairs at all times.After getting out of the water, you can relax in a comfortable beach chai
while enjoying a drink in the shade provided by the palm trees. If the day is hot, no problem: just
for another dip in the sea!

DISCOVER BONAIRE ON A
TROLLEY TRAIN

Enjoy the beauty and history of Bonaire on a fun train ride that will take you through its capital,
Kralendiik. Without a doubt, this is a great way to get to know the city's main tourist attractions by
way of a great tourist-train ride. Take pictures directly from the train as it moves slowly enough for
you to capture all the monuments without any problem.The tour begins at the pier and continues
through a typical residential neighbourhood which was built between the 19th and 20th centuries,
and which boasts picturesque houses and buildings. Moreover, we'll pass by the church of San
Bernardo, dating back to 1829. The whole city is plagued with references to colonial architecture,
mixing with a kaleidoscope of vibrant Caribbean colours. The streets closest to the sea will offer
you breath-taking views of the bay, where there are numerous sailing boats and yachts sailing at
all hours.

Duration

3h

2h30

1h

EXP

Discover

Discover

Learn

CAT

Relax

Fun &
Adventure

Culture

PORT

KRALENDIJK, BONAIRE

KRALENDIJK, BONAIRE

ORANJESTAD, ARUBA

CODE

BONAIRE20

BONAIRE22

ARUBA01

TOUR

DESCRIPTIVE

In this excursion you will be able to enjoy the best parts of Bonaire and the beautiful crystalline
waters at Coco Beach. Our adventure begins at the pier, from which we'll head towards the
southern part of the island, making our first stop at the historic slave huts, where we can take
pictures and observe what their lifestyle was like. Later, we will make another brief stop at the
beautiful Salt Flats, the most popular salt marshes in this area. Here you can find out how salt
water is processed and salt crystals extracted. Afterwards, the tour continues from Down Town
WONDERS OF BONAIRE AND
'Kralendijk' to Seru Largu, on the north side of the island. From the highest part of the Seru Largu
BEACH
viewpoint you can enjoy spectacular views of Kralendijk. We'll wrap up our Bonaire adventure with
free time on Coco Beach. * Beach chair and entrance to Coco Beach included

BEACH AND FUN IN THE
SMALL ISLAND OF BONAIRE

FLAVORS OF ARUBA

The trip starts with a relaxing ride to the coast of “Te Amo Beach”. The route then takes a 180º
turn as we sail through the centre of Kralendijk as far as our destination, the beach of Klein
Bonaire. Here our catamaran will become a floating bar with music, entertainment and drinks.
While we are here, we can visit the famous No Name Beach of Klein Bonaire where you will have
some free time to swim and sunbathe. After our stay we will make our way back to the ship on the
catamaran, sailing along Coco Beach and Eden Beach accompanied by music.

Get to know the best of the Caribbean's festive atmosphere on board a special coach that will
cross the island to the beat of the entrancing local music, scouring the city's main sites and
discovering it's most fascinating locales, including the emblematic Aloe Factory and it's museum,
which is full of curiosities. At the island's centre we'll visit the famous Casibari Rock formation prior
to heading northwest, to delight in the views of the California Lighthouse. A perfect finishing touch
to this tour comes with a visit to the shoreline, where you can take a refreshing swim in Aruba's
legendary waters.

Duration

4h

3h

4h

EXP

Learn

Learn

CAT

Culture

Culture

PORT

ORANJESTAD, ARUBA

ORANJESTAD, ARUBA

CODE

ARUBA02

ARUBA03

TOUR

DESCRIPTIVE

Come and discover the diversity of Aruba in monuments and landscape, all in a unique and
fascinating excursion. You'll admire from your bus the colorful facades of Oranjestad, a city full of
markets and colonial buildings of Dutch architecture. As this ride follows, you will find yourself
inside the rock formations of Mammoth which dot the entire area of Casibari. Do not miss the
opportunity to walk among the rocks of diorite and photograph the fauna and flora that inhabit
them! And if you have an adventurous spirit, we encourage you to climb to the top. The views
from there are spectacular! You will then arrive at the Baby Natural Bridge and Natural Bridge
SCENES OF ARUBA AND RELAX
ruins. The "original Natural Bridge" collapsed in 2005, but this enclave remains one of the most
ON EAGLE BEACH
fascinating attractions of Aruba. In addition, you will have free time to buy all kinds of souvenirs of
the place. And to to finish in perfection your tour, you will enjoy a local pastry snack called
"pastechi" which is filled with delicious Gouda cheese. Before arriving at the beach, you will pass
by the California Lighthouse which has recently been renovated. From here you will see an
impressive panorama and a splendid view of the Tierra del Sol Golf Course. Finally you'll have free
time to swim, relax or simply stroll on Aruba's Eagle Beach.

BEACH GET AWAY

Forget the pressures of daily life on this amazing tour of Aruba. Lose yourself while taking in the
island's spectacular architecture, a stunning display of Dutch colonial heritage, and discover just
how far away your day-to-day worries seem to be as you surrender to that wonderful feeling that
comes with bathing in one of the Caribbean's best beaches at Palm Beach. This excursion also
takes you to view the famous Natural Bridge and the iconic California Lighthouse.

Duration

4h30

4h30

Palm Island offers an idyllic experience in the very heart of the Caribbean Sea. Let yourself go and
surrender to this tropical wonderland as you spend your free time here doing some snorkelling,
enjoying the great Blue Parrotfish Water Park, or just soaking up the sun on the sand. This
incomparable, coral stretch of beach is the ideal place to enjoy an picture-perfect family getaway.
Discover

Relax

ORANJESTAD, ARUBA

ARUBA04

PRIVATE ISLAND DE PALM

5h

EXP

CAT

PORT

CODE

TOUR

DESCRIPTIVE

Duration

Feel the indescribable emotion that comes with seeing a truly unique slice of the Caribbean Sea, a
sphere of untold beauty accessed by few visitors! Come along with us and dive 20 metres below
the water's surface, discovering the area's rich marine life and viewing countless exotic species upclose! This fantastic adventure is suitable for non-swimmers and people without experience in
diving. Don't miss out on this incredible opportunity!
Discover

Discover

Fun &
Adventure

Nature

ORANJESTAD, ARUBA

ORANJESTAD, ARUBA

ARUBA05

ARUBA06

SEATRAK IN PALM ISLAND

LAND AND SEA

5h

Experience the very best of surf and turf on your Aruban adventure! Come along with us on this
excursion that takes you to the iconic California Lighthouse, where you'll enjoy jaw-dropping views
of the sea, and after let the dazzling views continue as we visit the Casibari Rock formation and the
Natural Bridge, shaped over the course of the centuries by the wind and sea. The thrills continue
aboard the Seaworld explorer, which takes us two metres below the sea and enables us to
encounter the spectacular beauty of underwater life first-hand.

4h

Discover the intrinsic beauty of Aruba's seabed on this fascinating journey of discover, on which
we'll travel 45 meters below the water's surface aboard the Atlantis submarine. This guided tour
through the island's waters let's you view the dramatic remains of two shipwrecks along with
numerous aquatic species that roam under the surface and amongst the brilliant coral reefs. Don't
forget to bring your camera: some amazing sights lie ahead!

Feel

Discover

Fun &
Adventure

Fun &
Adventure

ORANJESTAD, ARUBA

ORANJESTAD, ARUBA

ARUBA07

ARUBA08

ATLANTIS SUBMARINE

4X4 ADVENTURE AND
BLACKSTONE BEACH

1h30

if you've been dreaming of an Aruban paradise, it's likely that you were dreaming of Black Stone
Beach. Join us an adventure and discover this amazing beach, where, nature has created a simply
stunning, intimate and magical location with natural rock bridges. Enjoy this adventure to the
fullest by driving yourself a UTV. Afterwards, we'll visit the spectacular Bushiribana Gold Mill Ruins,
the iconic California Lighthouse -with its great views of the sea-, and Arashi Beach, a narrow strip
of soft sand bathed by gentle currents, known as much for its beautiful scenery and for being one
of the best places for diving in Aruba.

3h30

EXP

Discover

Feel
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Fun &
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Fun &
Adventure

PORT

ORANJESTAD, ARUBA

ORANJESTAD, ARUBA

ORANJESTAD, ARUBA

CODE

ARUBA09

ARUBA10

ARUBA12

TOUR

WONDERS ARUBA

SUBMARINE EXPERIENCE
WITH SNUBA

JEEP ADVENTURE AT THE
NATURAL POOL OF ARUBA

DESCRIPTIVE

Aruba is a paradise of beaches and natural wonders. The diversity of its landscapes and the
vividness of its colours will to move you to cherish this wonderful experience. Prepare your five
senses to travel to the natural heart of the island. We start the tour at the Butterfly Farm, set in a
fascinating tropical garden where these creatures fly about freely in a cloud of colour. Later, we'll
also see the Natural Bridge, one of the island's most photographed natural monuments. Last but
not least you will visit the famous Arashi Beach to soak in the sun, nap in the shade or splash in the
cool Caribbean Sea. Note: Beach chairs and umbrellas are available to rent, upon availability. Dont
forget your sunscreen and a beach towel.

This adventure does not require diving certifications: everyone can participate. Come along and
discover incredible coral formations and stunning shoals full of tropical fish. This very safe
adventure is fit for the whole family (though the minimum age for participation is 8), and later
you'll have time to relax at Palm Island. Here you can ride the delightful zip line, take a boat out on
the water, go to the water park or even do some more diving. You'll spend an unforgettable day in
one of the most exciting spots in Aruba, and enjoy a buffet lunch in Palm Island as well!

Do you want adventure? Then head into Aruba on board a open-air Land Rovers. This exciting jeep
safari adventure is the only way to get to the Aruba Natural Pool and its refreshing crystal clear
waters! You will bounce, twist and turn through the desert “Cunucu”. After that, you will admire
the Natural Baby Bridge, the mysterious Gold Mill Ruins and drive through Arikok National Park,
where the Natural Pool is located. Do not miss the opportunity to swim or dive in its waters!
*Snorkel equipment included During the tour you will walk on uneven and steep terrain to the
pool, which has been carved in lava rocks over the centuries. Guests with kidney problems, back or
neck problems and pregnant women will not be able to participate in this excursion. Minimum age:
8 years old. Closed comfortable walking shoes, swimwear under clothing and water shoes are
recommended for this tour. In case of rough seas it will not be possible to swim in the Natural
Pool, but an alternative will be offered for swimming.

Duration

4h

5h

3h30

EXP

Feel
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ORANJESTAD, ARUBA

CODE

ARUBA13

TOUR

DESCRIPTIVE

An ideal excursion for those wanting an off-road adventure with an experienced driver. This
thrilling 6-hour trip will show you everything Aruba has to offer, with stops at: the Casibari Rock
Formations, Aruba’s Baby Bridge and the ruins of the old Natural Bridge, the ruins of the
Bushiribana gold mines, the Alto Vista Chapel and the California Lighthouse. Before returning to
the boat in the coach, you can enjoy a long stop at a beautiful and tranquil beach that is perfect for
A GRAND OFF-ROAD TOUR IN swimming, sunbathing or a spot of snorkelling. Snorkelling equipment will be provided. You will be
served a typical local sandwich, filled with warm Gouda cheese, a snack and a bottle of water. Sun
ARUBA
loungers are not included in the price but can be rented from the Arashi Beach Shack.

Duration

6h

We will arrive at this beautiful beach where you’ll feel as if you’re in paradise. From here it’s up to
you as to how to make the best use of your time. You can relax under a coconut tree and enjoy one
of the world’s finest beaches, full of white sand and crystal-clear water, or you can take in some
snorkeling while you’re here. Discover the secrets kept by a sunken sailboat and view the rich
marine life that hides amongst the Jan Thiel coral reef.
Learn

Learn

Learn

Relax

Culture

Relax

WILLEMSTAD,
CURACAO

WILLEMSTAD,
CURACAO

WILLEMSTAD,
CURACAO

CURACAO01

CURACAO02

CURACAO03

CURAÇAO BEST BEACH &
SNORKEL

CURAÇAO SIGHTSEEING AND
MAMBO BEACH

LET'S GO TO THE BEACH!

5h

You’ll crisscross the island, crossing the famed bridge that connects both sides of Willemstad, the
island’s capital, which boasts a city centre included on UNESCO’s list of World Heritage Sites, and
from which you’ll be able to enjoy some absolutely unbeatable vistas. Surrender to the taste of the
famed Blue Curaçao liquor at Cholobobo and visit the ‘Caribbean Handcraft’ centre. There you’ll
find a wide variety of typical local products. Conclude the visit with a relaxing dip in one of the
island’s spectacular beaches. You’ll never want the day to end!
4h

You’ll feel as if you’re touring Paradise while visiting Curaçao’s incredible beaches, known around
the world due to their beauty and intensely crystalline waters. If you feel so inclined, you can relax
in a hammock and enjoy a soft drinks while taking in these unique views. If adventure is more of
your scene, you can rent out the gear you’ll need to submerge yourself in Curaçao’s exceptional
underwater world, snorkeling amongst innumerable multicoloured fish.

4h

EXP
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CAT

Fun &
Adventure

PORT

WILLEMSTAD,
CURACAO

CODE

CURACAO04

TOUR

BUGGY ADVENTURE

DESCRIPTIVE

While on it you’ll delve deep into the island’s wildest side, where dramatic cliffs intermix with
harsh landscapes full of cacti in this area accessible only by way of buggy. Don’t forget your
camera: these incredible landscapes are sure to be worth capturing! The adventure concludes at a
beautiful beach where you’ll be able to go for a dip.

Duration

4h

Hop aboard the ‘Pelican Express’ catamaran, where you’ll enjoy panoramic views of the island.
Afterwards, discover the spectacular Sea Aquarium and its exotic marine fauna, with over 400
species on display, and with time left over for a dip at the beach.
Discover

Discover

Discover
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WILLEMSTAD,
CURACAO

WILLEMSTAD,
CURACAO

WILLEMSTAD,
CURACAO

WILLEMSTAD,
CURACAO

WILLEMSTAD,
CURACAO

CURACAO05

CURACAO06

CURACAO07

CURACAO08

CURACAO09

BOAT SIGHTSEEING & SEA
AQUARIUM

KAYAK & SNORKELING

ISLAND VISIT, HATO CAVE &
BEACH

DOLPHIN SWIM

DOLPHIN ENCOUNTER

5h

You’ll be surprised to see how the sun changes the sea’s colour from the old dock, a uniquely
beautiful Caribbean view, or the glow of the red coral beneath the water’s surface. Afterwards, at
Doctor’s Bay, begin your snorkeling adventure, during which you’ll be able to see the dramatic
remains of a shipwreck. Refreshments and snorkel mask included. Good physical conditions
required.
Let your imagination soar with the amazing stories you’ll hear while you visit the Haro Caves,
where stalactites and stalagmites intermingle amongst mysterious lighting. Don’t forget your
camera, as you might just encounter those famous pink flamingoes that linger at Boca Saint
Michiel, and which definitely want in order to capture the white sands and turquoise waters that
you’ll find at Curaçao’s best beaches, where you’ll also be able to go for a dip.

Don’t miss this opportunity to have a once in a lifetime experience with these adorable and
charming mammals during an incredible day that the whole family can enjoy. You’ll be able to
touch them, swim with them, hug and even be carried by them. Moreover, you’ll have the
opportunity to give them different signals that they’ll respond to, singing, spinning about and even
waving hello to you. *Minimum age: 8 years old *Minimum height: 1.30 meter
Standing atop a platform and submerged up to your waist, the dolphin will come up close, allowing
you to touch and hug it while experts explain its anatomy and behaviours to you. An unforgettable
experience for the whole family, where you’ll learn the dolphin’s secrets in the very best of
company.

3h30

3h30

3h

3h

EXP
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CODE

TOUR

The boating excursion to Santa Bárbara beach awaits to take you to enjoy the very best views of
Curaçao’s coast. An adventure which lays Beekenburg Fortress, the exclusive mansions, the boats
in the Spanish Lagoon and Table Mountain before your eyes. Moreover, you’ll be able to swim and
ADVENTURE IN SPEEDBOAT
walk amongst its unrivalled, crystalline beaches while you enjoy some of the islands typical
AND RESORT SANTA BARBARA
cocktails and delicious gastronomy.
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WILLEMSTAD,
CURACAO

CURACAO13

JET SKI ADVENTURE &
SNORKEL

Learn
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WILLEMSTAD,
CURACAO

CURACAO15

HISTORICAL CURAÇAO BY
TROLLEY TRAIN
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WILLEMSTAD,
CURACAO

CURACAO16

DESCRIPTIVE

CURAÇAO TOUR AND SEMI
SUBMARINE

Live the thrill of hopping aboard a jet ski and exploring Curaçao’s southern coast. Enjoy unique
views of the cliffs, pristine beaches, intensely blue coves and luxurious mansions, zooming over the
Caribbean’s waves. You’ll even be able to spot flying fish and turtles! The adventure concludes on a
beautiful beach.
Immerse yourself in the beauty of Curaçao in historic Willemstad. Discover delightful Fort
Amsterdam, the former military fortress and headquarters of the Dutch West India Company. The
Trolley Train also takes you to Scharloo, an old residential neighborhood full of idyllic houses built
around the 1890's, a place so charming that it has been officially designated as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. While here, make sure to check out the Bolo di Bruit, also known as the wedding
cake house, an especially iconic local construction. Like any self-respecting, historical city,
Willemstad is also home to a beautiful cathedral, Pietermaai, which is definitely worth visiting.
You'll also want to check out the charming Mikve Israel Emmanuel Synagogue, the oldest active
temple in the Western Hemisphere. If you love nature, definitely leave time to take a stroll through
Queen Wilhelmina Park. Wrap things up wtih a visit to the William III of the Netherland's
Waterford Arches, another stunning fortification which is sure to take your breath away!

Surround yourself with beauty on land and by sea: check out Curaçao, a place that makes visitors
feel as if they are living within a dream world. One particular moment that will seem to blend
fantasy with reality is the one which you'll spend within the Seaworld Explorer semi-submarine, an
amazing contraption that lets you dive below the sea and see the wonders of the life acquatic in all
their splendour. Discover dazzling, deep ocean reef, countless tropical fish (such as yellowtail
snapper, parrot or angel queen fish) and all sorts of other delights. You'll be amazed by this
snapshot of day to day life under the sea, with untold secrets just waiting to be told. Later we'll
head back to the surface and explore Curaçao's earthbound treasures. Check out Queen Juliana
Bridge, a monumental structure that rises 200 feet above the city of Willemstad, making it an
excellent vantage point from which to take in the city. We'll also dropby the Queen Emma Bridge,
which links the Otrobanda and Punda Districts. While here we'll have the opportunity to visit the
famous Chobolobo liquor factory, where you can really get into the tropical 'spirit'.

Duration

4h

3h30

1h30

2h30
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CURACAO17

CURACAO18

TOUR

DESCRIPTIVE
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SNORKELLING IN CURACAO
AND SWIMMING WITH
TURTLES

Jump on the coach to visit Playa Piskado, the best fishing beach in Curacao. This guided tour will
show you more of the rural areas of the island, with its enormous variety of birds, iguanas and
goats on the route. We will stop at Playa Piskado where you can swim and snorkel alongside sea
turtles. Afterwards, you will continue to Kenepa Beach. At Kenepa beach guests will have free time
to enjoy the best beach of Curacao. After the beach stop at Kenepa Beach we continue to the
saltwater lake of Jan Kok where you can admire the lake scenery and watch the flamingos.
Afterwards we take the coach back to the ship.

4h

PAPAGAYO BEACH AND
SEATREAK

If you can walk and breathe — you can Sea Trek Curacao! Underwater walk, experience the thrill of
exploring the coral reefs and all of its wonders, the tropical reef ﬁshes and the sense of
weightlessness. Our spectacular underwater walk is the easiest way to interact with the aquatic
world marvel. With a modern, innovative helmet, you can breathe underwater naturally. Unlike
snorkeling or diving with Sea Trek Curacao you will not need any special training, even those who
can not swim can enjoy this fantastic adventure.

4h

